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Camp Grant Massacre
Peralta Land Grant
Wham Paymaster Robbery
When completed along with viewing the video, this program may count towards 1 hour of independent study, **Arizona Court Systems** or **Ethics** COJET credit.

**Camp Grant Massacre**

Why do you think acquittal of the 146 participants in the Camp Grant Massacre had a negative impact on Arizona's becoming a state, yet was part of Sidney R DeLong's successful platform for mayor?

Can you think of other instances in U.S. history when a leader of malicious character rose to power?

What influence or role do you think the judicial systems, in place at the time of the incident, had on the individual's ability to rise to power, on the general population?
Peralta Land Grant Trial

What evidence was used to prove Reavis's Peralta Land Grant was a fraud?

Would that evidence be admissible in court today?
Wham Paymaster Robbery
What impact did the Wham Paymaster Robbery have on Arizona's position for becoming a state?

Describe the political considerations of the incident?

On what evidence were the 8 indicted found not guilty? Would this evidence be admissible in a court today?